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MINUET IN G
BWV Anh. 114
from "Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach"
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Take Your Piano Playing to the Next Level
with a Piano Street Gold Membership.
When you are learning to play the piano, your
ultimate goal - fluent and artistic playing of
the music you love - can feel far away and at
times almost unattainable. You get valuable
help and feedback from your teacher once or
twice a week; however, lessons are limited in
time and number, and because of the
complexity involved in playing piano well, it is
easy to get stuck once you are left on your
own. You may not have a sufficiently clear
idea of how the piece you are studying should
sound, or you don’t know how to deal with a
certain technical difficulty.

piece has
been
interpreted by
great pianists,
through
recordings carefully selected by the Piano
Street team. This is complemented with our
own recordings of many easy and
intermediate pieces, often difficult to find
elsewhere. In the Forum and Audition Room,
other members will share their experiences
and give you feedback on your recorded
performances.

Perhaps you even begin to doubt if you will
ever be able to fully realize your dream - how
would you, when your progress is so slow and
when you struggle with every detail when your
teacher is not there? Could it be the case that
your uncertainty is making you practice the
wrong way? How can you be sure that you
are moving in the right direction?

Studying or memorizing music away from the
piano will also help you reach your goals more
quickly. With Piano Street, there is no need to
carry around heavy books or piles of paper the Mobile Sheet Music Library gives you easy,
instant access to all pieces in your mobile
device. Gold members also have access to
technical advice and remarks on
interpretation on many of the most popular
pieces, as well as e-books on technique and
piano practice. Piano Street’s sheet music
editions are reliable and in high quality PDF
format, and are often found in several
versions, to fit different needs: Urtext editions,
student editions, composers’ manuscripts etc.

Piano Street dispels these doubts with a
number of useful services for pianists and
piano students, available whenever you need
them. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, Piano
Street will provide the help, inspiration and
confidence you need to keep moving quickly
towards your piano playing goals.
As a Gold member of Piano Street, you will not
only have access to a vast piano sheet music
library, but you will also be provided with
various tools designed to help you make the
most of it.
For example, to listen to a brilliant
performance of a work while following along
in the score is often the best way to feed your
inspiration. Our unique Audio-Visual Study Tool
(AST) takes this a step further: it makes
revolutionary use of services like YouTube,
Spotify and Naxos Music Library, enabling you
to easily study and compare how your current

In short, with Piano Street you will have
complete and constant access to all the
resources of a modern, serious and global
piano community, helping you to a quicker,
easier and more rewarding learning process.
The Piano Street Team consists of professional
pianists with a genuine desire to promote
classical piano music and to support piano
students and teachers in their work towards
musical excellence. With thousands of
satisfied Gold members all over the world, we
feel confident that our service will meet your
needs and give extraordinary value for
money.

Try out a Gold membership for only $2.90!
Sign-up on this special hidden page:
https://www.pianostreet.com/special7349

